
Case Study

Cultivating curious Communities:
Transformational teaching
& Leading in complex times

POSSIBLE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
● How do I experiment & innovate in the face of complexity & be

perceived as a knowledgeable & competent leader?
● How can we use the disruption of the pandemic as an

opening for innovation & keep our communities from feeling
overwhelmed?

● How can we create learning communities that are
forward-thinking & acceptable to families?

● How might we foster a community that respects individual
beliefs & perspectives & is collectively moving toward
harmony & equity?

● Collectively, how can we explore that front edge of navigating
the complex times of the pandemic, struggles for equity, gun
violence, climate change, & extreme polarization in our
communities & country? Where is the innovation possible?

● How can we invent the future of education & learning
together?

● What about the nature of the pandemic makes facilitating
learning & leading in schools especially challenging?

● In what ways are educators well-adapted for navigating
complexity?

● How might chaos & complexity actually lead to creative
breakthroughs?

● Why might the habits, assumptions, beliefs, & knowledge we
use to lead in complicated times (e.g., landing rocket on
moon) be less useful during complex times (e.g., pandemic,
climate change, mental health crisis, etc.)?

● How might we create a community that navigates &
innovates in the face of, or maybe because of, complexity?

● How do we approach complexity in a way that increases our
chances of saying, “Wow, actually, the new way’s better!”?

WORLD SAVVY GLOBAL COMPETENCE ALIGNMENT
B 2.1: Seeks out & applies an understanding of different
perspectives to problem solving & decision making
B 2.3: Commits to the process of continuous learning & reflection

B 2.6: Translates ideas, concerns, & findings into appropriate &
responsible individual or collaborative actions to improve
conditions
B 2.7: Approaches thinking & problem solving collaboratively
VA 3.1: Open to new opportunities, ideas & ways of thinking
VA 3.3: Self-aware about identity & culture, & sensitivity & respect
for differences
VA 3.4: Values multiple perspectives
VA 3.5: Comfort with ambiguity & unfamiliar situations
VA 3.7: Questions prevailing assumptions
VA 3.10: Humility
S 4.1: Investigates the world by framing questions, analyzing &
synthesizing relevant evidence, & drawing reasonable conclusions
that lead to further inquiry
S 4.3: Selects & applies appropriate tools & strategies to
communicate & collaborate effectively
S 4.4: Listens actively & engages in inclusive dialogue
S 4.6: Demonstrates resiliency in new situations
S 4.7: Applies critical, comparative, & creative thinking & problem
solving

BACKGROUND
Our world is filled with urgent, important, complex issues:
the COVID-19 pandemic, polarization in U.S. society,
struggles for racial & gender equity, gun violence, climate
change, the global economy & human rights, the Internet
& social media, & increasing challenges to people’s mental
health.

Complex challenges:
● Are not predictable
● Have unclear causes
● Make it difficult to understand the nature of the

problem
● Are influenced by many interrelated factors; there are

likely unknown unknowns
● Are not solved alone, through a recipe, or researching a

pre-existing solution
● Are maybe not problems that can be solved at all, but

rather challenges that must be managed with
innovation along the edges

● Demand creative, new approaches, which emerge
through experimentation

● Don’t necessarily relate to our habits, previous
knowledge, beliefs, systems, patterns, & approaches, so
these will not necessarily help us understand, predict,
or address complex challenges

● Make it unlikely that we’ll be able to predict
unintended consequences

● Require us to pay attention to emergent patterns
rather than trying to predict the future.

Because they are complex challenges, we can manage
the impacts of the pandemic on education, polarization in
the U.S., or climate change, but we can’t solve them. Once
we let go of thinking we’re going to solve these complex
problems, we give ourselves & our communities
permission to experiment, innovate, make mistakes, & fail
forward. The complex world demands that we gather &
analyze diverse perspectives; evaluate ideas & information;
& experiment & innovate to create paths forward that
none of us has envisioned before.

MIT’s Otto Scharmer states that the job of leaders in
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today’s complex world is to transform awareness, to learn
from the past & connect it with emerging future
possibilities. Scharmer states, “Attention, aligned with
intention, can make mountains move… Almost all major
challenges we face call on us to respond by letting go of
the past to co-sense & co-create what is wanting to
emerge.” Transforming complex challenges into positive
change begins with transforming ourselves & how we
perceive our roles & goals as leaders.

Complex challenges demand that we think, engage & act
differently.

THINK
○ It’s not possible to know how something will turn out in

a complex situation
○ Prepare ourselves to tolerate uncertainty, ambiguity, &

messiness
○ Don’t let these things paralyze us. Or pretend the

complexity is not there. Or only listen to voices we prefer
○ Ask ourselves: What can I help enable? Engage our

community in genuine experimentation. Once we
abandon our quest for control & rightness, we can shift
our leadership, energy, & creativity to fostering
innovation, collaboration, resilience, & creative
approaches to our most vital challenges

○ Shift from making decisions & leading from our logical
mind & lead with our whole body. Cultivate mindfulness
& our curiosity, compassion & courage

○ Notice how our bodies feel when we react; identify &
manage our biases & emotions

○ Recognize when we have encountered a complex
challenge & switch modes from approaches that have
worked for managing complicated problems

○ Expect tensions & engage in productive conflict
○ Separate people’s ideas from personalities or egos.

Every new perspective helps us better understand
○ Ask “What am I missing here?”
○ Look for silent places or gaps; what are we not seeing

that we expected to see?
○ Avoid the rush to react & adopt or impose premature

solutions that serve as quick fixes just to reduce tension
about the unknown

○ Though we may have power, we do not have control
○ Observing & understanding root causes will help us

identify patterns, outliers, & drivers of complexity
○ Don’t try to wait for enough information or research our

way out of a complex challenge
○ Patterns emerging from our complex situation show us

opportunities.

ENGAGE
○ Diversity of people & perspectives is essential in

complexity. Every perspective is a new data point for us
to seek patterns & understand the situation

○ Listen to learn, not to convince, justify, argue, win,
debate, fix, or explain

○ Regularly venture outside our bubble through activities
like interviewing stakeholders, shadowing/learning
journeys, contemplative practices, inquiry-based
collaboration with educators

○ The quality of our listening is the foundation of our

relationships. We cannot control people; we can
influence them through trust & relationships

○ Ask people to share their stories, not their opinions
○ Ask whose perspectives are missing & invite them in
○ Facilitate creative abrasion & constructive conflict
○ Recruit people who may be in conflict or polarized to

work on something with a shared purpose and interests
○ Approach with curiosity & a beginner’s mind. Seek to

understand rather than fix
○ Ask questions
○ Engage people in storytelling, co-create narratives,

common projects that transcend divisions, listen, &
transform our own awareness!

○ Change the purpose & processes of meetings. Rather
than presenting to people, engage people in inquiry

○ Create together rather than informing people
○ Delight in the outcomes we & our school communities

can create together
○ Help our community to understand, identify & minimize

cognitive bias or mental & behavioral shortcuts that
diminish our abilities to deeply understand

○ Observe, reflect, evaluate, iterate, & collaborate with our
teams to develop hunches about which experiments
might have the potential to be scaled up

○ Create the conditions for innovation; facilitate inquiry,
experimentation, & reflection; build a culture of failing
forward & providing feedforward

○ Collaborate to invent a course of action that achieves
incremental positive change

○ Lead in a direction not to a destination so many people
can experiment alongside us

○ Embrace uncertainty
○ Chaos & complexity can lead to creative breakthroughs.

Mobilize teams to notice cracks and opportunities
through an iterative, emerging, collective process

○ Broaden stakeholders & be the host of inquiry with
educators, students, families, community organizations
& leaders, & fellow brave & bold school administrators
who are embracing the possibility, creativity, &
adventure of leading during complexity

○ This is authentic & meaningful learning & the sort of
understanding, imagining, experimenting, reflecting, &
iterating that students need to be ready to influence &
improve our complex world. Don’t quietly explain away
experimentation as if we “don’t know what we’re doing.”
Highlight, celebrate, analyze, evaluate, & build on
innovations. Experimentation is evidence that we are
nurturing innovative, curious communities

○ Create a path through walking, experimenting,
observing, iterating. Use meeting time with teachers,
students, & families for inquiry & innovation that’s
playful & fun, if possible.

ACT
○ Engage our communities in experimenting from the

edges
○ Experiment with small quick experiments; build

momentum with early successes that might scale up
○ Create time, systems, & space for our community to

develop collective action rooted in shared awareness
○ Become a host of processes that enable perspective

gathering, envisioning innovations, carrying out
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safe-to-fail experiments
○ Identify emergent patterns, & scale up experiments that

seem to be successful
○ Support the emergence of things that we value
○ Shape the direction rather than targeting a narrow

destination
○ Find joy in the discovery of influencing factors as we

explore complex challenges
○ Role model not knowing, learning in public, & being

curious
○ We can’t research our way out of complexity or wait

until we have all of the information, because we never
will in a complex situation! Seek the paths forward
through complexity through collective observation,
analysis, innovation, experimentation, & reflection

○ Don’t wait for the “best” experiment; nudge the system
& learn through experimentation.

RESOURCES

Listening
In complex times we must listen to learn. Avoid approaching complex challenges or

conversations through the lens of problem solving, listening to fix or win. Ask questions
to understand others’ perspectives & experiences rather than preparing your response
as they talk. Listen to build trust, to understand, & to gather perspectives that will help
you identify patterns, stretch into people’s worlds by listening to learn, take a long walk
with people to understand their world, to open, expand, & increase the possibilities.
Make space for their perspectives alongside yours. Every piece of data is a weak signal
that helps you figure out what to pay attention to to really understand the situation.
● Inner Development Goals Site, Film. Resources to use. (IDGs)
● 10 Ways to Have a Better Conversation (Headlee TED)
● Techniques for Active Listening Under Stress (Thompson &

Evans)
● The Listening Leader (Safir)
● Listening to Learn (Berger)
● Widening Your Perspective as a Leader (Hein)
● Using Effective Listening to Improve Leadership (Harvard)
● The Art of Convening (CPL)
● Guide to Conferring Resources (Benson)
● 4 Levels of Listening (Scharmer)
● Locating Yourself (Conscious Leadership)

Narratives, Finding Common Ground, Emerging
Changed from Conversations

“A collective memory narrative “does not necessarily tell a true history but rather
describes a past that is useful for the group to function & even exist.” These collective
memories, or narratives, serve to justify a conflict, present
a positive & sympathetic image of one’s own group, delegitimize the opponent, & to
present one’s own group as a victim (such narratives seem not to allow for the reality
that the same party can be both victim & victimizer).

Narratives allow peoples to engage in extreme violence & to attribute their own
immoral behavior entirely to parties & forces external to them. Bar-Tal & Salomon
suggest that reconciliation can proceed all the same if certain goals are met. These
include putting peace above conquest, accepting the legitimacy of the opponent, &
“acknowledging the past, particularly the injustices & harm each side has done to the
other.” Source
● What Do We Lose When We Argue to Win? (Cohen TED)
● Why We Need Strangeness (Bezaitis TED)
● How to Disagree Productively & Find Common Ground (Dhar

TED)
● Criticism, Tolerance, Changing Your Mind (Popova)
● Grief of Accepting New Ideas (Wormeli)
● Disagree & Commit (Haden)
● Polarization (Beyond Intractability)
● Examples of Finding Common Ground

o Marnita’s Table IZI (Schroedl TED), organization
o 3 Steps to Turn Everyday Get-Togethers into Transformative

Gatherings (Parker)
o Middle Ground: Watch 5 seasons
o Bridging Narrative: Truth Against Truth (Gush Shalom)
o Civil Conversation Challenge (NYT)
o Nonviolent Communication (Dijk)
o Intelligence Squared debates (iQ2)

Storytelling & Perspective Taking
“Our starting point must always be the lives of other people, not our own realities,

egos, experiences, & preoccupations. As Atticus Finch says to his daughter Scout in To
Kill A Mockingbird: ‘You never really understand a person until you consider things
from his point of view, until you climb inside of his skin & walk around in it.’
Understanding the gaps & frustrations, the unfulfilled needs, the external & internal
conflicts, the pain points, the trade-offs & paradoxes that people experience in their
daily lives…But finding a way into people’s lives, also means finding a way out of our
own.” Source
● Finding Our Way into Each Other’s Worlds (Mansilla)
● Hope, Cynicism, & Stories We Tell Ourselves (Popova)
● Civic-Engaged Storytelling (Creager)
● Want to Change Your Life? Change Your Narrative (Castellani)
● Building Resilience through Story Circles (UNESCO)
● How Changing Your Story Can Change Your Life (Gottlieb

TED)

Complexity (& How It Differs from Complicated)
“How do you calculate upon the unforeseen? It seems to be an art of recognizing the

role of the unforeseen, of keeping your balance amid surprises, of collaborating with
chance, of recognizing that there are some essential mysteries in the world & thereby
a limit to calculation, to plan, to control. To calculate on the unforeseen is perhaps
exactly the paradoxical operation that life most requires of us.” -Edgar Allan Poe
● Simple, Complicated, & Complex Problems (Silverman)
● Complexity, Citizen Engagement in a Post-Social Media Time

(Snowden)
● What is Complexity & How Do We Navigate an Increasingly

Complex World? (Berger & Fitzgerald)
○ Getting Message Across in Complex World (Berger)
○ Complexity Check In for Teams (Berger)
○ Safe-to-Fail Experiments (Berger)

● 5 approaches for leaders to thrive in complexity (Berger)
● Watch & Listen complexity & curiosity resources (Cultivating

Leadership)
● Articles about complexity & curiosity (Cultivating Leadership)
● Videos on Complexity (Cultivating Leadership)
● What is a Complex Problem? (Barnes)
● Global Ed Lessons from the Pandemic (OECD)
● Illustrated summary of Cynefin (Borchardt)
● Apocalypse Creep (This American Life)
● Wicked Problems & Keith Jarrett’s “Unplayable” Piano

(Bentley)

Leading in a VUCA* World
*VUCA = volatile, unpredictable, complex, ambiguous
“Through learning we recreate ourselves. Through learning we become able to do

something we never were able to do. Through learning we reperceive the world & our
relationship to it. Through learning we extend our capacity to create, to be part of the
generative process of life.” Senge as quoted in Source

“We really will have a hard time extending compassion to others if we are brutal with
ourselves… as long as we are constantly attacking ourselves, we’ll have a hard time
holding the compassion that it takes to have people try & fail, which is necessary in
complexity… to afford experimentation, to listen to different perspectives, to be
expanded by conflict… All these things that are necessary in complexity.” Source
● Living in a VUCA World - What Schools Need to Do to Survive

& Thrive (Matsuda)
● 5 Habits of High-Performing Teams (Lencioni)
● Finite Thinking vs Leading with  an Infinite Mindset (Sinek)
● Collective Teacher Efficacy (Hattie)
● Being Fit for Complexity (Cultivating Leadership)
● 5 Approaches to Thrive in Complexity (Berger)
● Unlocking Leadership Mindtraps (Berger)
● What Makes a Good School Culture (Harvard)
● Sensemaking in a VUCA World (Sinha)
● Managing in a VUCA World (Sinha)
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● Higher Ed in a VUCA World (Wallace-Hulecki)
● 6 Essential Skills During VUCA Times (Wilkinson)

Sensemaking & Transforming Awareness
“The crisis of our time isn’t just a crisis of a single leader, organization, country, or

conflict. The crisis of our time reveals the dying of an old social structure & way of
thinking, an old way of institutionalizing & enacting collective social forms.” –
Scharmer

“Sensemaking describes the negotiation & creation of meaning, or understanding, or
the construction of a coherent account of the world.” – McNamara
● Leading from the Emerging Future (Scharmer)
● Putin & the Power of Collective Action & Shared Awareness

Part 1, Part 2 (Scharmer)
● 4 levels of listening (Scharmer)
● Deep Listening & the Emerging Self (Scharmer)
● Innovating in the Emerging Future (Scharmer)
● Notes on Scharmer’s Transforming Awareness
● Locating Yourself (Conscious Leadership)
● Understanding Blind Spots & the Johari Window (Self

Awareness)
● Invite, reflect on & apply feedback (Gonzalez)
● What is Emerging? (Emerge)
● Understanding Sensemaking for VUCA & Beyond (Menon)
● Sensemaking in Organizations (McNamara)
● Sensemaking Core of NGSS (Hogan)
● Six Enablers of Emergent Learning (Chattopadhyay)
● Cultural Evolution (Borchardt)

o Part 1: Competition, cooperation, & human tendency to
copy others without knowing it!

o Part 2: Game Theory & Illusion of Explanatory Depth
o Part 3: Entangled Layers of Organization & Implications

Reframing & Transforming Conflict
Conflict…

● Is complex. It’s almost never caused by a single factor.
● Involves complex actors. Resist the common habit of considering involved parties

as unitary actors.
● Is often latent (it might later become overt, yet latent conflict can still be

influencing situations.)
● Can be desirable. Increasing tensions/conflict can often lead to eventual richer

positive peace. Make conflict manifest (overt) & then transform it.
● Doesn’t always need to be resolved/settled as quickly as possible. Sometimes the

urge to settle conflict quickly keeps people from understanding the complexity of
the conflict & therefore doesn’t lead to justice or reduced inequality, for example.

● The Easiest Person to Fool (Hidden Brain)
● Conflict Basics, Conflict Summary
● Types of Conflict Intervention Strategies
● Navigating Conflict Styles (USIP)
● Questions to Analyze a Conflict (USIP)
● The Generosity of Criticism (Coffeen)
● Positions, Interests, Needs, Values (Beyond Intractability)
● Reframing: Moving from Positions to Interests (PSU)
● How to Recognize a Solution in Conflict Transformation

(Galtung)
● Creative Abrasion & Innovation (HBR)

Peacebuilding
We think of two sides in a conflict, & human beings are reaction machines. But

there’s a third side. Us. The community who can remind parties in conflict what’s at
stake (common interests). The secret to peace is simple. It’s not easy, but it’s simple. Us.
(Paraphrased from Ury)

Positive peace = increasing equity & harmony, while reducing trauma & conflict –
Johan Galtung
● The Walk from No to Yes (Ury TED)
● Peace Equation - Harmony, Equity, Conflict, Trauma (Galtung)
● Peacebuilding Toolkit (USIP)
● The Art of Diplomacy (Rockson TED)
● Needs & Interests (CCR)
● Conflict Triangle (Galtung)
● Peacebuilding Pathways Wheel (Kroc)
● Peacebuilding Toolkit for Educators (USIP)
● Principles of Community Engagement (World Savvy)

● Examples of Peacebuilding
o Coming to the Table
o Parents’ Circle
o Picturing Peace
o Search for Common Ground Soap Operas
o Heartbeat
o Lessons & Activities (USIP)
o Circle of Reconciliation

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, & Justice
Broad sources of knowledge & a diverse array of engaged & empowered

stakeholders lead to a clearer, more comprehensive understanding of the current,
complex situation. If you think you already know the problem, then conflict is an
obstacle, distraction, threat, & something to avoid. If you are trying to understand the
current situation, then conflict is a resource, an invitation to gather new perspectives &
to develop a nuanced understanding of the complexity of the current situation.
Exploring the conflict leads to learning & a deep understanding of a challenge or
problem emerges from leaning into the conflict & intentionally gathering &
considering diverse, divergent perspectives. This should lead us to ask, “Who’s at the
table?” & “Whose perspectives are missing?”
● Racism & Inequity are Products of Design (equityXdesign)
● Nice White Parents podcast (NYT)
● Gathering Community Insights (Imagine Deliver)

Design Thinking
Innovation is iterative, & teams need to be aware of it. Rushing to a solution [or

conclusion] when the problem is not clearly understood will lead to resources being
wasted; if necessary teams should not be afraid of starting over. By asking more
“whys” one builds better “whats.” Source

Begin with What Is? (discover/divergent) - discovery, empathy, understanding,
research, gathering data, observation, listening. Do not enter with preconceived
notions of the problem you think you’re wanting to solve nor possible solutions. Be
open to emergent trends & patterns. (define/convergent) Synthesize
data/discoveries/perspectives to define, make sense of your findings, articulate a
tentative understanding. Then begin to ponder What If? (develop/divergent) Ideation
& imagining a new future & potential solutions. How might we…? What wows?
(convergent) Prototyping & experimentation, implement solutions. What works?
Iterate, evaluate, refine, transform into effective/winning solutions; unknowns become
knowns. Loop back to What is?
● How might Design Thinking guide the education world?

(Goldman)
● Imagining September, Principles & Design Elements

emerging from stakeholder processes for school during
COVID, presentation template (Reich)

● Design Thinking: Creating Value Through Problem Solving
(Marques)

● Leading from the Future As It Emerges (Presencing Institute)

Inquiry: Getting Lost - Engaging in Unknowing in a
Generative Way

“Once, I lived on the tarred, lonely highways of truth – slugging towards the looming
horizons – the promised dwelling places for those who did not waver. The whole world
was about being either right or wrong. I was either lost or found. That was many years
ago though. Today, when I meet people, I recognize how utterly beyond right & wrong
they are – how their lives are symphonies beyond orchestration, how their mistakes &
failings are actually cosmic explorations on a scale grander & of a texture softer than
our most dedicated rule-books could possibly account for. You see, something
happened on my way – & I lost my coordinates, my map, my directives. Now the whole
journey is the destination – & each point, each barren point, just as noble as the final
dot. Every splotch of ink has become to me a fresco of wisdom, a beehive of honey, a
lovely place – & every aching voice a heavenly choir. The world is no longer desolate &
empty & exclusive; she is now a wispy spirit, whose fingers flirt through the wind – a
million roads where only one once lay. And I need not be certain about the road
travelled – since I arrived the self-same moment I set out.” Source

Don’t confuse gathering perspectives, seeking to understand through inquiry with
your community/faculty/staff, & listening to understand with the end of expertise; every
strategic decision in a school does not become a democratic vote. Leading during
complexity, though, challenges you to use your expertise & leadership to host a
collaborative, equitable process of sensemaking, perspective taking, & inquiry into the
current situation to look for emergent patterns, experiment, reflect, & scale up what
seems to be working.
● Field Guide to Getting Lost (Popova)
● Slowing down & surrendering human centrality (Akomolafe)
● A Slower Urgency (Akomolafe)
● Lessons from Man’s Search for Meaning (Frankl)
● A Framework for Transforming Learning in Schools
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Part-1-%3A-Higher-Education-in-a-VUCA-World-The-New-Wallace-Hulecki/5453ca13f915af5723295454590dcd723e96b667
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/597264c3b3db2ba0f095f27b/t/59a9d0418dd04135f32f5744/1504301122508/Six+Essential+Skills+Add+CC+Book.pdf
https://www.globalacademy.media/video/otto-scharmer-leading-from-the-emerging-future/
https://medium.com/presencing-institute-blog/putin-and-the-power-of-collective-action-from-shared-awareness-a-12-point-meditation-2df81cd54b1e
https://medium.com/presencing-institute-blog/putin-and-the-power-of-collective-action-from-shared-awareness-ece5dd3467cd
https://www.collaboratiohelvetica.ch/en/blog/2021/6/17/the-four-levels-of-listening-and-conversation
https://www.globalacademy.media/otto-scharmer-deep-listening-emerging-self/
https://exec.mit.edu/s/blog-post/innovating-in-the-emerging-future-q-a-with-otto-scharmer-MCUXBYTRWNLZDNJMB56TCFPTA6VI
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11AbnynFXEltToCSsFFksm7h3OtiS4-9Rr4XPB2jxY1s/edit?usp=sharing
https://conscious.is/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=a_whole_body_yes&utm_term=2022-03-08
https://www.selfawareness.org.uk/news/understanding-the-johari-window-model
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/faculty-staff-survey-form/
https://www.whatisemerging.com/about
https://odlens.wordpress.com/2020/10/29/understanding-sense-making-for-vuca-and-beyond/
https://www.epicpeople.org/sensemaking-in-organizations/
https://www.illuminateed.com/blog/2019/03/sense-making-is-the-core-of-ngss/
https://enliveningedge.org/columns/six-enablers-emergent-learning-part-2-sensing-generating-collaborating/
https://vimeo.com/484479571
https://vimeo.com/484479571
https://vimeo.com/498125836
https://vimeo.com/521055329?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=11999906
https://hiddenbrain.org/podcast/the-easiest-person-to-fool/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ptk1h2TT3M4Xh_6qXivZPTx9szNXRKo-/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/0ByJGh2H5ePWSYVU5M1Q5ejdHZG8/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116026946875247237154&resourcekey=0-gsGh8BhFMhE7yW7p1vNJ_g&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y_7mgtM_1Y016lpmGMPQ4bp-REA7zeUO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116026946875247237154&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T1JuXbNJWkG4fL406xl_iFRmoTZ40iHg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hRRkpebAiuji47DLNZpNoBNEhvhDbsZ/view?usp=sharing
https://thoughtcatalog.com/daniel-coffeen/2012/04/the-generosity-of-criticism/
https://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/interests
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/marcellus/node/818
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZalUagqrVY
https://hbr.org/1997/07/putting-your-companys-whole-brain-to-work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc6yi_FtoNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc6yi_FtoNo
https://www.galtung-institut.de/en/docs/peace-formula-video/peace-forumla-clip/
https://www.usip.org/public-education-new/peacebuilding-toolkit-educators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ4IyNVJ0Ng
https://www.ccrchicago.org/post/needs-interests
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RYgr0ZyiheOP_Ih7hvGTM80ZUE6eXr37/view?usp=sharing
https://kroc.nd.edu/alumni/strategic-peacebuilding-pathways/
https://www.usip.org/public-education-new/peacebuilding-toolkit-educators
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dnX63cCeGfb6JrI7RrnWNHsiUQExhQUyJnD6qmrJAjY/edit?usp=sharing
https://comingtothetable.org/
https://www.theparentscircle.org/en/pcff-home-page-en/
https://www.peaceinsight.org/en/articles/photography-conflict-transformation-balkans/?location=western-balkans&theme=culture-media-advocacy
https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Making-a-difference/Change-Agent/2012/1022/Search-for-Common-Ground-uses-TV-soaps-to-promote-peace
http://heartbeat.fm/about/
https://www.usip.org/public-education/educators/lessons-and-activities
https://peacecrane.weebly.com/the-circle-of-reconciliation.html
https://medium.com/equity-design/racism-and-inequity-are-products-of-design-they-can-be-redesigned-12188363cc6a
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/podcasts/nice-white-parents-serial.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kGjTUWYV3A6nWPg5v6mS9Z7xpRURKmF1/view
https://uxdesign.cc/design-thinking-creating-value-through-problem-solving-2e8306d929e2
https://www.facebook.com/StanfordEducation/videos/10155377869387107
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kaY7rcEOTbLFYN9VZMaTdTrDEu6zu5wz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZouP9JqWB3pJxjdMBSuGWHJjvbC7bLR1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZouP9JqWB3pJxjdMBSuGWHJjvbC7bLR1/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17R36PI7mSUlrAbvq6FsJEusLv3z6Yd3Y/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=113230098326555042791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://uxdesign.cc/design-thinking-creating-value-through-problem-solving-2e8306d929e2
https://www.slideserve.com/lilian/theory-u-leading-from-the-future-as-it-emerges
https://www.bayoakomolafe.net/about
https://www.themarginalian.org/2014/08/04/field-guide-to-getting-lost-rebecca-solnit/?mc_cid=de29ba37e7&mc_eid=87e98e2871
https://greendreamer.com/podcast/dr-bayo-akomolafe-the-emergence-network#:~:text=%E2%80%9CThe%20times%20are%20urgent%3B%20let,and%20smells%20of%20the%20world.%E2%80%9D
https://www.bayoakomolafe.net/post/a-slower-urgency
https://www.realtimeperformance.com/5-lessons-from-viktor-frankls-book-mans-search-for-meaning/#:~:text=Frankl%20claims%20that%20one%20finds%20meaning%20in%20life%20through%20three%20ways.&text=%E2%80%9CIf%20there%20is%20a%20meaning,human%20life%20cannot%20be%20complete.%E2%80%9D
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XIiwdGcrm-QvPXPfexSartwK3b3SsD1_/view?usp=sharing


Case Study

● Sample yearlong inquiry-based PD approaches (both via
Zoom during pandemic)

o Framework & materials for monthly inquiry PD
o Sample year-long Dept Lesson Study

● Listening Leader: PD through inquiry (Safir)
● How the Learning Pit Can Help Build a Culture of Learning

(Nottingham)
● Appreciative Inquiry (CVDL)
● Ponderings on Cynefin, Aesthetics, Semiotics: Learning about

Learning (Borchardt)
● Constructing Knowledge in Liminal States (Harlow)
● The Impact of Liminal Space on Your Mental Health

(Blanchfield)
● Liminal Pathways Change Framework (Wendling)

Search for Truth: Bias, Beliefs, & Assumptions
How do beliefs, assumptions, certainty, truth, bias, evidence, justification,

interpretation, positionality, perspective, awareness, curiosity, listening & thinking
shape what you believe to be true & how you interpret & interact with other people’s
ideas & perspectives?

How does a little learning increase the likelihood of us making terrible decisions with
greater frequency & confidence? Excerpt from What I Learned About Bias from
Avalanche School–McCammon’s six decision-making or “heuristic” traps: “Most of the
time, the Consistency Heuristic is reliable, but it becomes a trap when our desire to be
consistent overrules critical new information about an impending hazard. The traps
that interested me most, because they were traps against which I was typically
guarded — & so was happy to have them validated as species-wide frailties rather
than personal quirks — were Familiarity (failing to remain vigilant when faced with
the known), Social Facilitation (everybody’s doing it, so it must be O.K.) & Expert Halo
(the experts must know what they’re doing, & so it’s safe to unquestioningly follow
them). The others are Consistency (or “commitment” — every moment you don’t turn
around for home, it becomes harder to do so), Scarcity (powder fever) & Acceptance
(peer pressure). The broad solution, Ryan [avalanche teacher in article] said, to
avoiding all heuristic traps is

o group decision-making,
o constant communication & the
o regular practice of emotional vulnerability

● 5 Mindtraps (Berger)
o Video summary
o Podcast interview, notes
o Cultivating Leadership Blog

● Ladder of Inference (Harvard Data Wise)
● What I Learned in Avalanche School (NYT)
● 31 fallacies in 8 minutes
● Test Your Problem-Solving - Confirmation Bias (NYT)
● What is Ignorance (Univ of Arizona)
● Misconceptions (TED Radio)
● Peril of Fixed Opinions (Popova)
● The Price of Certainty (NYT)
● Calling Bullshit course (Univ of WA)
● Being Labeled an Expert May Contribute to Being

Closed-Minded (NPR)
● Feelings Wheel (Roberts)
● 10 Problems with How We Think (Pomeroy)

Lessons from Our Learners
We teach our learners that their initial thinking can be reinterpreted & revised.

We provide feedback, reflection, & critique about their learning, & coach them that
their first thought should not be their final thought. What can we learn from the way
we nurture learners?
● Austin’s Butterfly (Berger)
● Cooperate or Collaborate (ASCD)
● Exploring complexity (1 pagers)
● What does it mean to Understand? (Harvard)
● Habits of Mind (Costa)
● Helping Students to See Other Viewpoints (Facing History)
● Ethics in the Classroom (PBS)
● Using the News to Teach Thinking (NLP)
● 5 habits of mind: Framework for Critical Thinking (Jaeger)
● Dialogue, not Debate (PBS)
● Coaching Growing Thinkers with Formative Feedback

(Benson)
● Discussion Stems (AVID)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XD6RC_N5IB7l2QWe1FwVfCHx_IH_dcda971Twp_msEs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oUBbSDNu4SltiHIkFW5OqMNQ0tEqZQbBwg6NylOmN24/edit?usp=sharing
https://vpaonline.org/wp-content/uploads/principal_resources/The_Main_Idea_-_The_Listening_Leader_-_April_2018.pdf
https://www.chemedx.org/blog/how-%E2%80%9C-learning-pit%E2%80%9D-can-help-establish-culture-learning
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CIhRO6ebQ75MUuvD4ZWIpDISeTz0LEjW/view
https://vimeo.com/463497626
https://vimeo.com/463497626
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/How-different-learners-might-navigate-through-a-liminal-space-Kabo-and-Baillie-2009_fig2_233221684
https://www.verywellmind.com/the-impact-of-liminal-space-on-your-mental-health-5204371
https://giselawendling.com/liminal-pathways-change-framework/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0-79bd6B2s&t=2s
https://drdianehamilton.com/leadership-mind-traps-with-jennifer-garvey-berger-and-whos-really-making-money-on-a-car-deal-with-glenn-lundy/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xo6sgr1xMY4gXpzZ6hATkR6Rw8sf-H3VMQkdmU1uvI4/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.cultivatingleadership.com/watch-listen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V85ZbpiLvBw
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/31/magazine/avalanche-school-heidi-julavits.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qf03U04rqGQ
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/03/upshot/a-quick-puzzle-to-test-your-problem-solving.html
https://ignorance.medicine.arizona.edu/about-us/what-ignorance#:~:text=%22Ignorance%20represents%20all%20that%20we,viewpoint%20and%20shifting%20over%20time.&text=%22Ignorance%20is%20the%20kind%20of,insight%20and%20leads%20to%20insight.
https://www.npr.org/2013/11/05/243293489/misconceptions?showDate=2015-01-02
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/08/27/hegel-knowledge-phenomenology-of-mind/?mc_cid=32c8c0dfcd&mc_eid=87e98e2871
https://vimeo.com/190154199
https://www.callingbullshit.org/index.html
https://www.npr.org/2015/12/01/457974684/being-labeled-an-expert-may-contribute-to-someone-being-closed-minded
https://www.npr.org/2015/12/01/457974684/being-labeled-an-expert-may-contribute-to-someone-being-closed-minded
https://feelingswheel.com/
https://bigthink.com/articles/10-problems-with-how-we-think/
https://vimeo.com/38247060
https://www.ascd.org/el/articles/cooperate-or-collaborate
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QuBGkpotxpo776haK3clUkc-KaegQBmi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1B8xEw044JDzcGM07XssMMPRVlPcp_2W-?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sf1hxyM_2CYjdbgB5-jwxNquqj7lp3c4/view
https://www.habitsofmindinstitute.org/learning-the-habits/
https://facingtoday.facinghistory.org/how-you-can-help-students-see-other-viewpoints?utm_campaign=Content%20Distribution%20-%20General&utm_content=30797611&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/confronting-bias-ethics-in-the-classroom/?fbclid=IwAR1wkvP7zmmsDuD3ai2l120GbzK-84vceiMcufxzzP5o8UkypjopdHee3zg#.XtkhQnHuBmk.facebook
https://newslit.org/
http://www.sethjaeger.com/
https://tpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/dialogue-not-debate-video/youth-collective/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F53bOm7DNvb5fVEjxSpe2LlbynbdYnr_/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yBlc3OGA6_48QTYYlOC5pCvGcQvQKaE2/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116026946875247237154&rtpof=true&sd=true

